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Watermelon Mini Decor
Kit Instructions

Step 4

Step 1 Using your foam brush paint the background/edges of your sign white. Set this aside to dry.
Rinse and dry your brush becase we will use it again for your watermelon. 

Step 2
Next, using your smaller brush, paint the handles of your rolling pin and the watermelon
rind green. 

Step 5

Step 6 Use the double-sided glue dot to apply your bow to your rolling pin. 

Paint the center of your watermelon and the center of your rolling pin pink.
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When your white background is dry, place your SUMMER stencil face down (lines facing
up) and carefully remove the back layer making sure that none of the gray material  is left
on the backing. Think of this as a sticker, once the backing is removed, flip your stencil over
and place it on your board. You have room to adjust until you press it down. Use a credit
card (or something similar) to press it down. Then peel the top layer of transfer tape off
making sure all of your stencil stays on the board. 

Once your stencil has been applied to the board, take your white sponges and dab the
wider end into your paint color of choice, wipe off the excess paint, and then lightly dab up
and down on the stencil. Don’t use too much paint as it works best with 2 thin coats! Less is
more! Once it’s covered with a couple of thin coats, you can peel off the stencil, use a
toothpick to help with removing any of the smaller pieces . 

We used a pink, light green, and dark green pattern for this step, but feel free to switch it
up if you'd like.  Repeat this process for your rolling pin and watermelon slice as well. 

*Tip* If you carefully remove your stencil on your watermelon slice, you can reuse it to add
seeds to the other side as well. 

Step 7 Now enjoy your adorable new summer decor. These
make the perfect addition to a tier  tray, mantel, or
table centerpiece. Make sure to take a picture and
tag us on social media @thecreativegetaway
because we love seeing your finished projects.


